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ABSTRACT
Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) is a classical area where
noise in the environment is canceled by producing anti-noise
signals near the human ears (e.g., in Bose’s noise cancellation
headphones). This paper brings IoT to active noise cancellation by combining wireless communication with acoustics.
The core idea is to place an IoT device in the environment
that listens to ambient sounds and forwards the sound over
its wireless radio. Since wireless signals travel much faster
than sound, our ear-device receives the sound in advance
of its actual arrival. This serves as a glimpse into the future,
that we call lookahead, and proves crucial for real-time noise
cancellation, especially for unpredictable, wide-band sounds
like music and speech. Using custom IoT hardware, as well as
lookahead-aware cancellation algorithms, we demonstrate
MUTE, a fully functional noise cancellation prototype that
outperforms Bose’s latest ANC headphone. Importantly, our
design does not need to block the ear – the ear canal remains
open, making it comfortable (and healthier) for continuous
use.
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Figure 1: MUTE leverages the difference between wireless and acoustic propagation delay to provide future
lookahead into the incoming sound signals.
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INTRODUCTION

Ambient sound can be a source of interference. Loud conversations or phone calls in office corridors can be disturbing
to others around. Working or napping at airports may be
difficult due to continuous overhead announcements. In developing regions, the problem is probably most pronounced.
Loud music or chants from public speakers, sound pollution
from road traffic, or just general urban cacophony can make
simple reading or sleeping difficult. The accepted solution
has been to wear ear-plugs or ear-blocking headphones, both
of which are uncomfortable for continuous use [22, 31, 41].
This paper considers breaking away from convention and
aims to cancel complex sounds without blocking the ear. We
introduce our idea next with a simple example.
Consider Alice getting disturbed in her office due to frequent
corridor conversations (Figure 1). Imagine a small IoT device
– equipped with a microphone and wireless radio – pasted
on the door in Alice’s office. The IoT device listens to the
ambient sounds (via the microphone) and forwards the exact
sound waveform over the wireless radio. Now, given that
wireless signals travel much faster than sound, Alice’s noise
cancellation device receives the wireless signal first, extracts
the sound waveform from it, and gains a “future lookahead”
into the actual sound that will arrive later. When the actual sound arrives, Alice’s ear-device is already aware of
the signal and has had the time to compute the appropriate
anti-noise signal. In fact, this lead time opens various other
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Figure 2: MUTE’s experimental platform: The center figure (b) shows the full system with the wireless IoT relay
taped on the room’s inside wall and the (crude) ear-device on the table (composed of a microphone on the human
head model, an anti-noise speaker, and a DSP board). The left figure (a) shows our vision of the hollow ear-device,
not covering the ear. The right figure (c) zooms into the relay hardware.
algorithmic and architectural opportunities, as will become
clear in the subsequent discussions.
In contrast, consider today’s noise cancellation headphones
from Bose [9, 10], SONY [15], Philips [18], etc. These headphones essentially contain a microphone, a DSP processor,
and a speaker. The processor’s job is to process the sound
received by the microphone, compute the anti-noise signal,
and play it through the speaker. This sequence of operations
starts when the sound has arrived at the microphone, however, must complete before the same sound has reached the
human’s ear-drum. Given the small distance between the
headphone and the ear-drum, this is an extremely tight deadline (≈ 30 µs [13]). The penalty of missing this deadline is a
phase error, i.e., the anti-noise signal is not a perfect “opposite” of the actual sound, but lags behind. The lag increases
at higher frequencies, since phase changes faster at such
frequencies. This is one of the key reasons why current headphones are designed to only cancel low-frequency sounds
below 1 kHz [5, 46], such as periodic machine noise. For highfrequency signals (e.g., speech and music), the headphones
must use sound-absorbing materials. These materials cover
the ear tightly and attenuate the sounds as best as possible
[10, 33].
Meeting the tight deadline is not the only hurdle to real-time
noise cancellation. As discussed later, canceling a sound also
requires estimating the inverse of the channel from the sound
source to the headphone’s microphone. Inverse–channel estimation is a non-causal operation, requiring access to future
sound samples. Since very few future samples are available
to today’s headphones, the anti-noise signal is not accurate,
affecting cancellation quality.
With this background in mind, let us now return to our proposal of forwarding sound over wireless links. The forwarded

sound is available to our cancellation device several milliseconds in advance of its physical arrival (as opposed to tens
of microseconds in conventional systems). This presents 3
opportunities:
(1) Timing: The DSP processor in our system can complete the
anti-noise computation before the deadline, enabling noise
cancellation for even higher frequencies. Hence, soundabsorbing materials are not necessary to block the ear.
(2) Profiling: Lookahead allows the DSP processor to foresee macro changes in sound profiles, such as when Bob
and Eve are alternating in a conversation. This allows for
quicker multiplexing between filtering modes, leading to
faster convergence at transitions.
(3) Channel Estimation: Finally, much longer lookahead improves anti-noise computation due to better inverse-channel
estimation, improving the core of noise cancellation.
Of course, translating these intuitive opportunities into concrete gains entails challenges. From an algorithmic perspective, the adaptive filtering techniques for classical noise cancellation need to be delicately redesigned to fully harness
the advantages of lookahead. From an engineering perspective, the wireless relay needs to be custom-made so that
forwarding can be executed in real-time (to maximize lookahead), and without storing any sound samples (to ensure
privacy). This paper addresses all these questions through
a lookahead-aware noise cancellation (LANC) algorithm, followed by a custom-designed IoT transceiver at the 900MHz
ISM band. The wireless devices use frequency modulation
(FM) to cope with challenges such as carrier frequency offset,
non-linearities, and amplitude distortion.
Figure 2(b) shows the overall experimentation platform for
our wireless noise cancellation system (MUTE). The customdesigned wireless relay is pasted on the wall, while the
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(crude) ear-device is laid out on the table. The ear-device
has not been packaged into a wearable form factor, however,
is complete in functionality, i.e., it receives the wireless signals from the relay, extracts the audio waveform, and feeds
it into a TI TMS320 DSP board running the LANC algorithm.
Figure 2(a) visualizes the potential form-factor for such a
wearable device (sketched in AutoDesk), while Figure 2(c)
zooms into the relay hardware. To compare performance,
we insert a “measurement microphone” into the ear position
of the human head model – this serves as a virtual human
ear. We place Bose’s latest ANC headphone (QC35 [10]) over
the head model and compare its cancellation quality against
MUTE, for different types of sounds, multipath environments,
and lookahead times. Finally, we bring in 5 human volunteers to experience and rate the performance difference in
noise cancellation. Our results reveal the following:
• MUTE achieves cancellation across [0, 4] kHz, while Bose
cancels only up to 1 kHz. Within 1 kHz, MUTE outperforms
Bose by 6.7 dB on average.
• Compared to Bose’s full headphone (i.e., ANC at [0, 1] kHz
+ sound-absorbing material for [1, 4] kHz), our cancellation
is 0.9 dB worse. We view this as a non ear-blocking device with a slight compromise. With ear-blocking, MUTE
outperforms Bose by 8.9 dB.
• MUTE exhibits greater agility for fast changing, intermittent
sounds. The average cancellation error is reduced by 3 dB,
and human volunteers consistently rate MUTE better than
Bose for both speech and music.
• Finally, Bose is advantaged with specialized microphones
and speakers (with significantly less hardware noise); our
systems are built on cheap microphone chips ($9) and offthe-shelf speakers ($19). Also, we have designed a mock
ear-device to suggest how future earphones need not block
the ear (Figure 2(a)). However, we leave the real packaging
(and manufacturing) of such a device to future work.
In closing, we make the following contributions:
• Introduce MUTE, a wireless noise cancellation system architecture that harnesses the difference in propagation delay
between radio frequency (RF) and sound to provide a valuable “lookahead” opportunity for noise cancellation.
• Present a Lookahead Aware Noise Cancellation (LANC) algorithm that exploits lookahead for efficient cancellation
of unpredictable high frequency signals like human speech.
Our prototype compares well with today’s ANC headphones,
but does not need to block the user’s ears.
We expand on each of these contributions next, beginning
with a brief primer on active noise cancellation (ANC), and
followed by our algorithm, architecture, and evaluation.
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NOISE CANCELLATION PRIMER

An active noise cancellation (ANC) system has at least two
microphones and one speaker (see Figure 3). The microphone
placed closer to the ear-drum is called the error microphone
Me , while the one away from the ear is called the reference
microphone, Mr . The speaker is positioned close to Me and
is called the anti-noise speaker. Ambient noise first arrives
at Mr , then at Me , and finally at the ear-drum. The DSP
processor’s goal is to extract the sound from Mr , compute
the anti-noise, and play it through the speaker such that the
anti-noise cancels the ambient noise at Me .
Noise

𝑀𝑟 : Ref.
Mic.

DSP

Anti-Noise
Speaker

𝑀𝑒 : Error
Mic.

(Error Feedback)

Figure 3: Basic architecture of an ANC headphone, currently designed for a single noise source.
Given that received sound is a combination of current and
past sound samples (due to multipath), the DSP processor
cannot simply reverse the sound samples from Mr . Instead,
the various channels (through which the sound travels) need
to be estimated correctly to construct the anti-noise signal.
For this, the DSP processor uses the cancellation error from
Me as feedback and updates its channel estimates to converge
to a better anti-noise in the next time step. Once converged,
cancellation is possible at Me regardless of the sound sample.
So long as the ear-drum is close enough to Me , the human
also experiences similar cancellation as Me .
 The ANC Algorithm: Figure 4 redraws Figure 3 but from
an algorithmic perspective. Observe that the error microphone Me receives two signals, one directly from the noise
source, say a(t), and the other from the headphone’s antinoise speaker, say b(t). The output of this microphone can
be expressed as e(t) = a(t) + b(t). For perfect cancellation,
e(t) would be zero.
Now, a(t) can be modeled as a(t) = hne (t) ∗ n(t), where hne
is the air channel from the noise source to Me , n(t) is the
noise signal, and ∗ denotes convolution. Similarly, b(t) can
be modeled as:



b(t) = hse (t) ∗ h AF (t) ∗ hnr (t) ∗ n(t)
(1)
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Figure 4: ANC block diagram.
Here, the inner-most parenthesis models the noise signal
received by the reference microphone Mr over the channel
hnr (t). The ANC algorithm in the DSP processor modifies this
signal using an adaptive filter, h AF (t), and plays it through
the anti-noise speaker. The speaker’s output is distorted by
the small gap between the speaker and the error microphone,
denoted hse (t). Thus, the error signal e(t) at the output of
Me is
e(t) = a(t) + b(t)



= hne (t) ∗ n(t) + hse (t) ∗ h AF (t) ∗ hnr (t) ∗ n(t)
For active noise cancellation, the ANC algorithm must design
h AF (t) such that e(t) is as close to 0 as possible. This suggests
that h AF (t) should be set to:
−1
−1
h AF (t) = −hse
(t) ∗ hne (t) ∗ hnr
(t)

(2)

In other words, ANC must estimate all 3 channels to apply the
−1 can be estimated by sending a
correct h AF . Fortunately, hse
known preamble from the anti-noise speaker and measuring
−1
the response at the error microphone. However, hne and hnr
cannot be easily estimated since: (1) the noise signal n(t) does
not exhibit any preamble-like structure, (2) the channels are
continuously varying over time, and (3) the inverse channel
requires future samples for precise estimation.
To cope with this, ANC uses adaptive filtering to estimate
h AF . The high-level idea is gradient descent, i.e., adjusting
the values of the vector h AF in the direction in which the
residual error e(t) goes down. Thus, ANC takes e(t) as the
feedback and feeds the classical Least Mean Squared (LMS)
technique [20, 32] – the output is an adaptive filter, h AF (t).
With this background, let us now zoom into the lookahead
advantage and corresponding design questions.

3

the noise source, and replace the wired connection between
Mr and the DSP processor with a wireless (RF) link. This separation significantly increases the lead time (or lookahead),
translating to advantages in timing and cancellation. We
detail the advantages next and then develop the Lookahead
Award Noise Cancellation (LANC) algorithm.

LOOKAHEAD AWARE ANC

MUTE is proposing a simple architectural change to conventional systems, i.e., disaggregate the reference microphone
Mr from the headphone, place Mr a few feet away towards

Timing Advantage from Lookahead

Figure 5(a) shows the timeline of operations in today’s ANC
systems and Figure 5(b) shows the same, but with a large
lookahead. Note that time advances in the downward direction with each vertical line corresponding to different
components (namely, reference microphone, DSP processor,
speaker, etc.) The slanting solid arrow denotes the arrival of
the noise signal, while the black dots mark relevant events
on the vertical timelines. We begin by tracing the sequence
of operations step-by-step in Figure 5(a).
The noise signal first arrives at the headphone’s reference
microphone at time t 1 . This sample is conveyed via wire
and reaches the DSP processor at time t 2 , where (t 2 − t 1 ) is
the ADC (analog-to-digital converter) delay. The DSP processor now computes the anti-noise sample and sends it to
the anti-noise speaker at t 3 , which outputs it after a DAC
(digital-to-analog converter) and playback delay. Ideally, the
speaker should be ready to play the anti-noise at t 4 since
the actual sound wave is also passing by the speaker at this
time. However, meeting this deadline is difficult since the
distance between the reference microphone and speaker is
<1 cm. With sound traveling at 340 m/s, the available time
window is (t 4 − t 1 ), which is around 30 µs. Since ADC, DSP
processing, DAC and speaker delay can easily be 3× more
than this time budget, today’s ANC systems miss the deadline. Thus, instead of t 4 , the anti-noise gets played at a later
time t 6 , as shown by the red dashed line in Figure 5(a).
For low frequencies, this can still deliver partial noise cancellation, since the phases of the noise and anti-noise would
be slightly misaligned. However, for higher frequencies (i.e.,
smaller wavelengths), the performance would degrade since
the excess delay (past t 4 ) would cause larger phase misalignment. This is the core struggle in today’s noise cancellation
systems.
Figure 5(b) illustrates how MUTE naturally relieves this time
pressure. By virtue of being further away, the reference microphone captures the noise signal earlier and forwards it
over wireless (as shown by the horizontal dashed arrow at
time t 1 ). The lookahead is far greater now, offering adequate
time to subsume the ADC, DSP, DAC, and speaker delays.
Hence, MUTE can compute the anti-noise sample and be
ready to play it exactly when the actual noise arrives at the
speaker at t 6 . The anti-noise now coincides with the noise, as
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Figure 5: Global timeline with (a) limited lookahead and (b) large lookahead. Time advances in the downward
direction, and the slanted arrows denote the sound samples arriving from a noise source to the human ear. With
large lookahead in (b), MUTE has adequate time to subsume all delays and play the anti-noise (red arrow) in time.
shown by the black and red arrows in Figure 5(b). It should
therefore be possible to cancel higher frequencies too.
To summarize, the following is a necessary condition for
overcoming the timing bottleneck in ANC systems.
Lookahead ≥ Delay at {ADC + DSP + DAC + Speaker} (3)
This brings the natural question: how much lookahead
does MUTE provide in practice? Let us assume that noise
travels a distance dr to reach the reference microphone at
the IoT relay, and a distance de > dr to reach the error microphone at the ear device. Since wireless signals travel at the
speed of light, a million times faster than the speed of sound,
forwarding the noise signal from the IoT relay is almost
instantaneous. Hence, lookahead can be calculated as:
de dr
(de − dr )
Tlookahead =
−
=
(4)
v
v
v
where v is the speed of sound in air (≈ 340 m/s). Translating
to actual numbers, when (de − dr ) is just 1m, lookahead is
≈ 3 ms, which is 100× larger than today’s ANC headphones.
This implies that Alice can place the IoT relay on her office
table and still benefit from wireless forwarding. Placing it
on her office door, or ceiling, only increases this benefit.

3.2

Lookahead Aware ANC Algorithm

The timing benefit discussed above is a natural outcome of
lookahead. However, we now (re)design the noise cancellation algorithm to explicitly exploit lookahead. Two key
opportunities are of interest:

1. Recall from Equation 2 that the adaptive filter h AF (t) de−1 (t). Since this inverse is
pends on the inverse channel, hnr
non-causal, the construction of the anti-noise signal would
require sound samples from the future (elaborated soon).
Today’s systems lack future samples, hence live with suboptimal cancellation. Large lookahead with MUTE can
close this gap.
2. Lookahead will help foresee macro changes in sound profiles, such as when different people are taking turns in
speaking. While traditional ANC incurs latency to converge to new sound profiles, MUTE can cache appropriate
filters for each profile and “load” them at profile transitions.
With lookahead, profile transitions would be recognizable
in advance.
We begin with the first opportunity.

(1) Adaptive Filtering with Future Samples
 Basic Filtering: Observe that a filter is essentially a vector, the elements of which are used to multiply the arriving
sound samples. Consider an averaging filter that performs
the average of the recent 3 sound samples – this filter can
be represented as a vector h F = [ 13 , 31 , 31 ]. At any given time
t, the output of the sound passing through this filter would
be: y(t) = 31 x(t) + 13 x(t − 1) + 13 x(t − 2) (which is called the
convolution operation “*”). This filter is called causal since
the output sample only relies on past input samples.
 Non-Causality: Now consider the inverse of this filter
h F −1 . This should be another vector which convolved with
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y(t) should give back x(t), i.e., x(t) = h F −1 ∗ y(t). Filtering
theory says that this inverse needs to be carefully characterized, since they are non-causal, unstable, or both [38, 42].
With a non-causal inverse, determining x(t) would require
y(t + k) for k > 0. Thus estimating x(t) in real time would
be difficult; future knowledge of y(t) is necessary. The physical intuition is difficult to convey concisely, however, one
way to reason about this is that x(t) originally influenced
y(t + 1) and y(t + 2), and hence, recovering x(t) would require those future values as well. In typical cases where h F is
the room’s impulse response (known to have non-minimum
phase property [43]), the future samples needed could be far
more [42, 45].
 Adaptive Filtering: Now, let us turn to adaptive filtering
(h AF ) needed for noise cancellation. The “adaptive” component arises from estimating the filter vector at a given time,
convolving this vector with the input signal, and comparing
the output signal against a target signal. Depending on the
error from this comparison, the filter vector is adapted so
that successive errors converge to a minimum. Since this
adaptive filter is non-causal (due to its dependence on the inverse filter), it would need future samples of the input signal
to minimize error. With partial or no future samples (i.e., a
truncated filter), the error will be proportionally higher. With
this background, let us now design the LANC algorithm to
fully exploit future lookahead.
 LANC Design: Recall from Section 2 that the adaptive
−1 (t) ∗
filter needed for noise cancellation is h AF (t) = −hse
−1
hne (t) ∗ hnr (t). This minimizes the error:
e(t) = hne (t) ∗ n(t) + hse (t) ∗ h AF (t) ∗ x(t)

(5)

lookahead, our LANC algorithm is able to “peek” into the
future and utilize those sound samples to update the filter coefficients. This naturally results in a more accurate anti-noise
signal α(t), expressed as:
α(t) = h AF (t) ∗ x(t) =

L
Õ

h AF (k)x(t − k)

(8)

k =−N

Observe that larger the lookahead, larger is the value of N
in the subscript of the summation, indicating a better filter
inversion. Thus, with a lookahead of several milliseconds in
LANC, N can be large and the anti-noise signal can significantly reduce error (see pseudocode in Alg. 1). In contrast,
lookahead is tens of microseconds in today’s headphones,
forcing a strict truncation of the non-causal filter, leaving a
residual error after cancellation.
Algorithm 1 LANC: Lookahead Aware Noise Cancellation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

while True do
Play α(t) at anti-noise speaker
t =t +1
Record the error e(t) at error mic.
Record future sample x(t + N ) at reference mic.
for k = −N , k ≤ L, k + + do
h AF (k) = h AF (k) − µe(t)hse (t) ∗ x(t − k)
end for
Í
α(t) = kL=−N h AF (k)x(t − k)
end while

(2) Predictive Sound Profiling

In the above equation, hse (t) is known and estimated a priori, e(t) is measured from the error microphone, and x(t) is
measured from the reference microphone.

Another opportunity with lookahead pertains to coping with
more complex noise sources, such as human conversation.
Consider a common case where a human is talking intermittently in the presence of background noise – Figure 6(a) and
(b) show an example spectrum for speech and background
noise, respectively. Now, to cancel human speech, the adaptive filter estimates the channels from the human to the ear
device. However, when the speech pauses, the filter must reconverge to the channels from the background noise source.
Re-convergence incurs latency since the h AF vector must
again undergo the gradient descent process to stabilize at a
new minimum. Our idea is to leverage lookahead to foresee
this change in sound profile, and swap the filtering coefficients right after the speech has stopped. Hence, we expect
our cancellation to not fluctuate even for alternating sound
sources, like speech or music.

This is where non-causality emerges. Since h AF is actually
−1 , the values of k in Equation 7 can be negacomposed of hnr
tive (k < 0). Thus, x(t − k) becomes x(t + k), k > 0, implying
(new )
that the updated h AF
requires future samples of x(t). With

 Validation: Figure 7 explains the problem by illustrating
the convergence of a toy adaptive filter, h AF , with 7 taps.
(1)
Initially, the filter is h AF
, and since this vector is not accurate,
the corresponding error in Figure 7(b) is large. The vector

where x(t) is the noise captured by the reference microphone,
i.e., x(t) = hnr (t) ∗ n(t). Now, to search for the optimal h AF ,
we use steepest gradient descent on the squared error e 2 (t).
Specifically, we adapt h AF in a direction opposite to the derivative of the squared error:
µ ∂e 2 (t)
(6)
2 ∂h AF
where µ is a parameter that governs the speed of gradient
descent. Expanding the above equation for each filter coefficient h AF (k), we have:
(new )
(old )
h AF
= h AF
−

(new )
(old)
h AF
(k) = h AF
(k) − µe(t)hse (t) ∗ x(t − k)

(7)
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Figure 6: Acoustic spectrum in the (a) presence and (b)
absence of speech. LANC recognizes the profile and
pre-loads its filter coefficients for faster convergence.
(2)
then gets updated to h AF
based on Equation 7, in the direction
(2)
that reduces the error. This makes h AF
closer to the ideal filter
2
and e(t) closer to zero. The filter continues to get updated
until the error becomes nearly zero – at this point, the filter
(3)
is said to have converged, i.e., h AF
.
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Figure 7: Convergence process of the adaptive filter,
h AF . (a) 7-tap h AF filter changes from time (1) to time
(3). (b) residual error e(t) converges to a minimum.
For persistent noise (like machine hum), the converged adaptive filter can continue to efficiently cancel the noise, as
shown in Figure 8(a). However, for intermittent speech signals with random pauses between sentences, the adaptive
filter cannot maintain smooth cancellation as shown in Figure 8(b). Every time the speech starts, the error is large and
the adaptive filter needs time to (re)converge again.
 Predict and Switch: With substantial lookahead, LANC
gets to foresee the start and stop of speech signals. Thus, instead of adapting the filter coefficients every time, we cache

Figure 8: LANC’s convergence timeline showing adaptive filtering with (a) continuous noise, (b) speech,
(c) lookahead aware profiling. LANC converges faster
due to its ability to anticipate profile transitions in advance.
the coefficient vector for the corresponding sound profiles.
A sound profile is essentially a statistical signature for the
sound source – a simple example is the average energy distribution across frequencies. For 2 profiles – say speech and
background noise – LANC caches 2 adaptive filter vectors,
speech
backдr ound
h AF
and h AF
, respectively. Then, by analyzing the
lookahead buffer in advance, LANC determines if the sound
profile would change imminently. When the profile change
is indeed imminent (say the starting of speech), LANC dispeech
rectly updates the adaptive filter with h AF
, avoiding the
overhead of re-convergence.
To generalize, LANC maintains a converged adaptive filter for each sound profile, and switches between them at
the right time. So long as there is one dominant sound
source at any given time, LANC cancels it quite smoothly
as shown in Figure 8(c). Without lookahead, however, the
profile-change cannot be detected in advance, resulting in
periodic re-convergence and performance fluctuations.
With the LANC algorithm in place, we now turn to bringing
together the overall MUTE system.

4 MUTE: SYSTEM AND ARCHITECTURE
Recall that our basic system requires an IoT relay installed
near the user; the relay listens to the ambience and streams
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the acoustic waveform over its RF interface in real time. The
receiver – a hollow earphone – receives the sound signal,
applies the LANC algorithm to compute the anti-noise signal,
and finally plays it through the speaker. Several components
have been engineered to achieve a fully functional system.
In the interest of space, we discuss 3 of these components,
namely: (1) the wireless relay hardware, (2) automatic relay
selection, and (3) privacy protection. Finally, as a conclusion
to this section, we envision architectural variants of MUTE
– such as noise cancellation as a service – to demonstrate a
greater potential of our proposal beyond what is presented
in this paper. We begin with wireless relay design.

4.1

Wireless Relay Design

Figure 9 shows the hardware block diagram of the wireless
relay. MUTE embraces an analog design to bypass delays
from digitization and processing. Specifically, the relay consists of a (reference) microphone that captures the ambient
noise signal, passes it through a low pass filter (LPF), and
then amplifies it. An impedance matching circuit connects
the audio signal to an RF VCO (voltage controlled oscillator).
The VCO outputs a frequency modulated (FM) signal, which
is then mixed with a carrier frequency generated by a phase
lock loop (PLL), and up-converted to the 900 MHz ISM band.
The RF signal is then band pass filtered and passed to a power
amplifier connected to a 900 MHz antenna. Thus, with audio signal m(t) captured at the microphone, the transmitted
signal x(t) is:


∫ t
x(t) = Ap cos 2π fc t + 2πAf
m(τ )dτ
(9)
0

where fc is the carrier frequency, Ap is the gain of the RF
amplifier, and Af is the combined gain of the audio amplifier
and FM modulator1 .

PA
VCO

Mixer

BPF

Figure 9: MUTE’s RF Relay Design
Why Frequency Modulation (FM)? The significance of
FM is three-fold. First, it delivers better audio quality because
noise mainly affects amplitude, leaving the frequency of the
signal relatively less affected. Second, since the bandwidth
used is narrow, hw (t) is flat in frequency and hence can be
represented with a single tap. As a result, there is no need to
1 The

4.2

Automatic Relay Selection

MUTE is effective only when the wireless relay is located
closer to the sound source than the earphone. This holds
in scenarios such as Figure 1 – the relay on Alice’s door is
indeed closer to the noisy corridor. However, if the sound
arrives from an opposite direction (say from a window), the
relay will sense the sound after the earphone. Even though
the relay forwards this sound, the earphone should not use
it since the lookahead is negative now (i.e., the wirelesslyforwarded sound is lagging behind). Clearly, MUTE must
discriminate between positive and negative lookahead, and
in case of the latter, perhaps nudge the user to reposition the
relay in the rough direction of the sound source.
 How to determine positive lookahead? MUTE uses
the GCC-PHAT cross-correlation technique [21]. The DSP
processor periodically correlates the wirelessly-forwarded
sound against the signal from its error microphone. The time
of correlation–spike tells whether the lookahead is positive
or negative. When positive, the LANC algorithm is invoked.
Correlation is performed periodically to handle the possibility that the sound source has moved to another location.
 Multiple Relays: Observe that a user could place multiple
relays around her to avoid manually repositioning the relay
in the direction of the noise source. The correlation technique
would still apply seamlessly in such a scenario. The relay
whose correlation spike is most shifted in time is the one
MUTE would pick. This relay would offer the maximum
lookahead, hence the best cancellation advantage.

4.3

Audio
to RF

LPF

estimate the wireless channel since it will not affect the audio
signal m(t). Finally, any carrier frequency offsets between
up-conversion and down-conversion appear as a constant
DC offset in the output of the FM demodulator which can
easily be averaged out. This precludes the need to explicitly
compensate for carrier frequency offset (CFO).

PLL

Matching
Circuit FM Modulator

Amplifier
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receiver in the ear-device applies a reverse set of operations to the
transmitter and outputs digital samples that are then forwarded to the DSP.

Architectural Variants

The basic architecture thus far is a wireless IoT relay (closer
to the sound source) communicating to an ear-device around
the human ear. We briefly sketch a few variants of this architecture aimed at different trade-offs and applications.
1. Personal TableTop: MUTE removes the reference microphone from the headphone, which in turn eliminates the
noise-absorbing material. As mentioned earlier, this makes
the ear-device light and hollow. Following this line of reasoning, one could ask what else could be stripped off from
the ear-device. We observe that even the DSP can be extracted and inserted into the IoT relay. In other words, the
IoT relay could compute the anti-noise and wirelessly transmit to the ear-device; the ear-device could play it through

MUTE: Bringing IoT to Noise Cancellation
MUTE Tabletop Relay
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MUTE as an Edge Service
DSP

DSP

MUTE Enabled Noise Sources

DSP

IoT
Relay

DSP

DSP

Figure 10: Architectural variants: (a) Personal tabletop device includes DSP and reference microphone; sends antinoise signal to ear-device, which responds with error signal. (b) Noise cancellation as a edge service: the DSP server
is connected to IoT relays on the ceiling and computes the anti-noise for all users. (c) Smart noise, where noise
sources attach a IoT relay while users with MUTE ear-devices benefit.
the anti-noise speaker, and transmit back the error signal
from its error microphone. Observe that the IoT relay can
even become a portable table-top device, with the ear-device
as a simple “client”. The user can now carry her personal
MUTE tabletop relay (Figure 10(a)), eliminating dependencies on door or wall mounted infrastructure.

not designed to even hold the acoustic samples. The microphone’s output is directly applied to modulate the 900
MHz carrier signal with no recording whatsoever. In this
sense, MUTE is different from Amazon Echo, Google Home,
and wireless cameras that must record digital samples for
processing.

2. Public Edge Service: Another organization is to move the
DSP to a backend server, and connect multiple IoT relays
to it, enabling a MUTE public service (Figure 10(b)). The
DSP processor can compute the anti-noise for each user and
send it over RF. If computation becomes the bottleneck with
multiple users, perhaps the server could be upgraded with
multiple-DSP cores. The broader vision is an edge cloud
[47] that offers acoustic services to places like call centers.

 Will the wirelessly-forwarded sound reach certain
areas where it wouldn’t have been audible otherwise?
This may be a valid concern for some scenarios, e.g., a person
outside a coffee shop may be able to “hear” inside conversations. However, with power control, beamforming, and
sound scrambling, the problem can be alleviated. We leave
a deeper treatment of this problem to future work. On the
other hand, this may not be a problem in other scenarios.
For instance, with personal table-top devices, the wireless
range can be around the user’s table, resulting in almost no
leakage. For smart noise, the noise need not be protected
at all, while for call center-like settings, acoustic privacy is
relatively less serious.

3. Smart Noise: A third architecture could be to attach IoT
relays to noise sources themselves (and eliminate the relays
on doors or ceilings). Thus, heavy machines in construction
sites, festive public speakers, or lawn mowers, could broadcast their own sound over RF. Those disturbed by these
noises can wear the MUTE ear-device, including the DSP.
Given the maximal lookahead, high quality cancellation
should be feasible.
We conclude by observing that the above ideas may be
viewed as a “disaggregation” of conventional headphones,
enabling new future-facing possibilities. This paper is an
early step in that direction.

4.4

Privacy Awareness

Two relevant questions emerge around privacy:
 Will the IoT relay record ambient sounds and conversations? We emphasize that the relays are analog and

5

EVALUATION

We begin with some details on experimental setup and comparison schemes, followed by performance results.

5.1

Experimental Setup

MUTE’s core algorithms are implemented on the Texas Instrument’s TMS320C6713 DSP board [6], equipped with
the TLV320AIC23 codec. The microphones are SparkFun’s
MEMS Microphone ADMP401 and the anti-noise speaker
is the AmazonBasics computer speaker. Ambient noise is
played from an Xtrememac IPU-TRX-11 speaker. All microphones and speakers are cheap off-the-shelf equipment. For
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(3) Human experience for Bose_Overall and MUTE+Passive.
(4) Impact of lookahead length on MUTE_Hollow.
(5) Accuracy of relay selection for MUTE_Hollow.

 Overall Noise Cancellation

Figure 11: MUTE+Passive: (a) Bose headphone on the
3D head model, with DSP output connected to the
headset. (b) The measurement microphone inside the
ear, and the reference microphone nearby.
performance comparison, we purchased Bose’s latest ANC
headphone, the QC35 [10] (pictured in Figure 11).
For experimentation, we insert a separate “measurement
microphone” at the ear-drum location of a 3D head model
(Figure 2(b)) – this serves as the approximation of what the
human would hear. We play various sounds from the ambient
speaker and measure the power level at this microphone. We
then compare the following schemes:
• MUTE_Hollow: Our error microphone is pasted outside
the ear while the anti-noise speaker and DSP board are
placed next to it, as shown in Figure 2(b).
• Bose_Active: We place the Bose headphone on the 3D head
model and measure cancellation, first with ANC turned
OFF, and then with ANC turned ON. Subtracting the former from the latter, we get Bose’s active noise cancellation
performance.
• Bose_Overall: We turn on ANC for Bose and measure
the net cancellation, i.e., the combination of its ANC and
passive noise-absorbing material.
Finally, we bring human volunteers to compare Bose and
MUTE. In the absence of a compact form factor for MUTE,
we utilize Bose’s headphone. Specifically, we feed the output
of our DSP board into the AUX input of the Bose headphone
(with its ANC turned OFF), meaning that our LANC algorithm is executed through Bose’s headphone (instead of its
native ANC module). Of course, the passive sound absorbing material now benefits both Bose and MUTE, hence we
call our system MUTE+Passive (see Figure 11). We report
cancellation results for various sounds, including machines,
human speech, and music.

5.2

Performance Results

Our results are aimed at answering the following questions:
(1) Comparison of overall noise cancellation for MUTE_Hollow,
Bose_Active, Bose_Overall, and MUTE+Passive.
(2) Performance comparison for various sound types.
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Figure 12: MUTE and Bose’s overall performance.

Figure 12 reports comparative results when wide-band white
noise (which is most unpredictable of all noises) is played
from the ambient speaker. The noise level is maintained at
67 dB at the measurement microphone. Four main points
are evident from the graph. (1) Bose_Active is effective only
at lower frequency bands, implying that Bose must rely on
passive materials to cancel sounds from 1 kHz to 4 kHz.
(2) The ear-blocking passive material is effective at higher
frequencies, giving Bose_Overall a −15 dB average cancellation. (3) MUTE_Hollow is almost comparable to Bose_Overall
even without passive materials, indicating that our LANC
algorithm performs well (Bose_Overall is just 0.9 dB better
on average). (4) When MUTE+Passive gains the advantage
of passive materials, the cancellation is 8.9 dB better than
Bose_Overall, on average.
In summary, MUTE offers two options in the cancellation
versus comfort tradeoff. A user who values comfort (perhaps
for long continuous use) can prefer lightweight, open-ear
MUTE devices at a 0.9 dB compromise from Bose, while one
who cares more about noise suppression can experience 8.9
dB improvement over Bose.
We briefly discuss two technical details: (1) MUTE’s cancellation is capped at 4 kHz due to limited processing speed of
the TMS320C6713 DSP. It can sample at most 8 kHz to finish
the computation within one sampling interval. A faster DSP
will ease the problem. (2) The diminishing cancellation at
very low frequencies (<100Hz) is due to the weak response
of our cheap microphone and anti-noise speaker – Figure 13
plots the combined frequency response.
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we turned ON native ANC on both ears. In this setup, we
played various human voices and music through the ambient
speaker. Since fine grained (per-frequency) comparison is
difficult for humans, we requested an overall rating between
1 to 5 stars. We did not tell the volunteers when MUTE or
Bose was being used for cancellation.

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 13: The combined frequency response of our
anti-noise speaker and the microphone.

Figure 14 shows MUTE’s cancellation performance across
4 different types of real-world noises with different spectral characteristics: male voice, female voice, construction
sound, and music. The results are a comparison between
MUTE_Hollow and Bose_Overall. Our lookahead-aware ANC
algorithm achieves mean cancellation within 0.9dB to Bose’s
native ANC combined with its carefully perfected passive
sound-absorbing materials [10].
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Figure 15: User feedback of music and voice noise.
Figure 15 shows the comparison for music and human voice.
Every volunteer consistently rated MUTE above Bose. Their
subjective opinions were also strongly positive. However, almost all of them also said that “Bose was superb at canceling
hums in the environment”, and MUTE did not perform as
well. One reason is the weak response of the speaker and
microphone at low frequencies, as mentioned before. Upon
analyzing, we also realized that the background hums are
from various sources. With Bose’s microphone array, they
are equipped to handle such scenarios, while our current system is aimed at a single noise source (the ambient speaker).
We have left multi-source noise cancellation to future work,
as discussed later in Section 6.
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Figure 14: Comparison between MUTE_Hollow and
Bose_Overall, measured for 4 types of ambient sounds.

 Human Experience
We invited 5 volunteers to rate MUTE+Passive’s performance
relative to Bose_Overall. Recall that for MUTE+Passive, we
use the Bose headset with ANC turned OFF. Now, since we
have only one DSP board, we were able to run MUTE+Passive
only on the right ear – for the left ear, we use both an earplug
and the headset (with ANC turned OFF). For Bose_Overall,

Lookahead reduces when the wireless relay gets closer to the
user, or when the location of the noise source changes such
that the time-difference between direct path and wirelessrelay path grows smaller. For accurate comparison across
different lookaheads, we need to ensure that the physical environment (i.e., multipath channel) remains identical. Therefore, instead of physically moving the noise source or the
wireless relay (to vary lookahead time), we fix their positions,
but deliberately inject delays into the reference signal within
the DSP processor (using a delayed line buffer).
Figure 16 plots the results for MUTE_Hollow. The lookahead
times are expressed relative to the “Lower Bound” from Equation 3 (recall that lookahead must be greater than ADC + DSP
processing + DAC + speaker delay, as explained in Section
3.1). Evidently, as the lookahead increases, the performance
improves due to better inverse filtering.
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Figure 16: As lookahead becomes smaller, the system
performance degrades.

 Profiling and Cancellation
To highlight the efficacy of sound profiling and filter switching, we run a separate experiment where wide-band background noise is constantly being played from one ambient
speaker, while mixed human voice (with pauses) is being
played from another speaker. We compare the residual error
of MUTE’s filter selection mechanism with that of using only
one adaptive filter. Figure 17 shows the cancellation gain
in MUTE_Hollow with profiling and switching turned ON.
Evidently, the cancellation improves by 3 dB on average. We
could not compare with Bose in this case since Bose uses
at least 6 microphones to cope with scattered noise sources.
Upgrading MUTE with that many microphones is bound to
offer substantial advantage.
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Figure 18: MUTE client chooses the relay with largest
positive lookahead (i.e., earliest correlation).
of the room, and three wireless relays around the edges and
corners. We observe that when the ambient speaker is near
the i-th relay, MUTE selects that relay consistently. We also
observe that when the noise source is closer to the MUTE
client location, no relay is selected because all of them offer
negative lookahead.
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Relay #2
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MUTE Client

Noise source with same
color relay associated
Noise source with no
relay associated

Figure 19: MUTE client associates with appropriate RF
relays, depending on the location of the noise source.
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Needless to say, there is room for further work and improvement. We discuss a few points here.
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Figure 17: Lookahead enabled filter switching provides additional gain for intermittent noise cancellation.

 Wireless Relay Selection
Does the correlation technique to identify (maximum) positive lookahead work in real environments? Figure 18 shows
two typical examples of GCC-PHAT based cross-correlation
between the forwarded sound waveform and the directlyreceived sound. Observe that one case is positive lookahead
while the other is negative. MUTE was able to correctly determine these cases in every instance.
Now consider multiple relays and different locations of the
noise source. Figure 19 shows MUTE’s ability to correctly
pick the wireless relay depending on the ambient speaker
location in the room. We place the MUTE client at the center

• Multiple Noise Sources: Our experiments were performed
in natural indoor environments, with a dominant noise
source (such as a human talking on the phone, or music from
an audio speaker). With multiple noise sources, the problem
is involved, requiring either multiple microphones (one for
each noise channel), or source separation algorithms that
depend on statistical independence among sources. Today’s
ANC headphones utilize at least 6 microphones and source
separation algorithms to mitigate such issues. We believe
the benefits of looking ahead into future samples will be
valuable for multiple sources as well – a topic we leave to
future work.
• Cancellation at the Human Ear: We have aimed at achieving noise cancellation at the measurement microphone, under the assumption that the ear-drum is also located close
to the error microphone. Bose, Sony, and other companies
take a step further, i.e., they utilize anatomical ear models (e.g., KEMAR head [4]) and design for cancellation at
the human ear-drum. Thus, Bose’s performance may have
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been sub-optimal in our experiments. However, even without ear-model optimizations, our human experiments have
returned positive feedback. Of course, a more accurate comparison with Bose would require MUTE to also adopt human
ear-models, and then test with large number of human subjects. We have left this to future work. Finally, companies
like Nura [14] are leveraging in-ear acoustic signals to build
personalized ear models. Embracing such models are likely
to benefit both MUTE and Bose.
• Head Mobility: We have side-stepped human head mobility since our error microphone is static around the head
model. Of course, head mobility will cause faster channel
fluctuations, slowing down convergence. While this affects
all ANC realizations (including Bose and Sony headphones),
the issue has been alleviated by bringing enhanced filtering
methods known to converge faster. We plan to also apply
such mobility-aware LMS techniques in our future versions
of MUTE.
• Portability: While Bose and Sony headphones are easily
portable, MUTE requires the user to be around the IoT relay.
While this may serve most static use cases (e.g., working at
office, snoozing at the airport, sleeping at home, working
out in the gym, etc.), headphones may be advantageous in
completely mobile scenarios, like running on the road.
• RF Interference and Channel Contention: Our system
will occupy the RF channel once the IoT relay starts streaming. However, it only occupies 8 kHz bandwidth, far smaller
than the 26 MHz channel in the 900 MHz ISM band. Further,
covering an area requires few relays (3 for any horizontal
noise source direction, 4 for any 3D direction), hence, the
total bandwidth occupied remains a small fraction. Even
with multiple co-located users, channel contention can be
addressed by carrier-sensing and channel allocation.
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ANC with Lookahead: Certain car models [1–3] and airplanes [7, 8] implement ANC inside their cabins – reference
microphones are placed near the engine and connected via
wires to the DSP devices. While this offers promising lookahead, observe that the problems of inverse-channel estimation are almost absent, since the noise source positions are
known, the noise signal is well structured, and the acoustic
channel is stable. Moreover, these systems have no notion of
at-ear feedback (from headphone microphones), since they
are canceling broadly around the passenger’s head locations.
This is the reason why cancellation is feasible only at very
low frequencies (<100 Hz in Honda vehicles [2]). In contrast,
MUTE introduces wireless forwarding, embeds lookaheadawareness in the ANC pipeline, and integrates a personal
architecture for 4 kHz cancellation. Said differently, the intersection of “personal” ANC and “wireless” lookahead is
both technically and architecturally new, to the best of our
knowledge.
The idea of sound forwarding over RF has been applied
to very different contexts, such as acoustic communication
across sound-proof boundaries [37], wireless acoustic MIMO
and beamforming [19], and even walkie-talkies and wireless
microphones [16, 17]. However, they are not aimed towards
noise cancellation. Finally, we should mention that some
systems have leveraged the propagation delay difference between RF and sound, albeit for other applications. Cricket
[44], AHLoS [48], and Dolphin [40] have all used the Timeof-Arrival (ToA) difference between RF and sound for ranging and localization. [50] uses RF signals as a tool to avoid
acoustic collision in wireless sensor networks. Overall, this
is similar to how earthquake and tsunami sensors [11, 12]
work, by utilizing the fact that wireless signals travel much
faster than ocean waves and tectonic vibrations.

8
7

RELATED WORK

The literature in acoustics and active noise control is extremely rich, with connections to various sub-fields of engineering [20, 24, 25, 30, 35, 36, 39, 49, 51]. In the interest of
space, we directly zoom into two directions closest to MUTE:
wireless ANC, and ANC with lookahead.
Wireless ANC: An RF control plane has been proposed in
the context of multi-processor ANC, mainly to cope with
various sound sources in large spaces [23, 26–29, 34]. In
this body of work, distributed DSP processors communicate
between themselves over wired/wireless links to achieve
real-time, distributed, noise cancellation. The notion of “piggybacking” sound over RF, to exploit the propagation delay
difference, is not a focus in these systems. Moreover, most
of the mentioned systems are via simulations [23, 26–28].

CONCLUSION

This paper exploits the velocity gap between RF and sound to
improve active noise cancellation. By anticipating the sound
milliseconds in advance, our proposed system is able to compute the anti-noise signal in time, better estimate sound
channels, and ultimately attain wider-band cancellation. In
addition, the core idea opens a number of architectural possibilities at the intersection of wireless networks and acoustic
sensing. This paper is a first step towards these directions.
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